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Some Gabidulin Codes Cannot be
List Decoded Efficiently at any Radius
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Abstract

Gabidulin codes can be seen as the rank-metric equivalent ofReed–Solomon codes. It was recently proven, using subspace
polynomials, that Gabidulin codes cannot be list decoded beyond the so-called Johnson radius. In another result, cyclic subspace
codes were constructed by inspecting the connection between subspaces and their subspace polynomials. In this paper, these
subspace codes are used to prove two bounds on the list size indecoding certain Gabidulin codes. The first bound is an existential
one, showing that exponentially-sized lists exist for codes with specific parameters. The second bound presents exponentially-sized
lists explicitly, for a different set of parameters. Both bounds rule out the possibility of efficiently list decoding several families of
Gabidulin codes for any radius beyond half the minimum distance. Such a result was known so far only for non-linear rank-metric
codes, and not for Gabidulin codes. Using a standard operation called lifting, identical results also follow for an important class
of constant dimension subspace codes.

Index Terms

Rank-metric codes, Gabidulin codes, list decoding, subspace polynomials, subspace codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Rank-metric codes have recently attracted increasing interest due to their application to error correction in random network
coding [30] where they can be used to construct constant dimension subspace codes. Further applications of codes in the rank
metric include cryptography [11], [19], space-time coding[20], [21] and distributed storage systems [28], [29].

For a prime powerq, let Fq be the field withq elements. For an integern, let Fqn be the extension field of degreen of
Fq (which may be seen as the vector space of dimensionn over Fq, denoted byFn

q ), andF∗
qn , Fqn \ {0}. For m ≥ n, a

rank-metric code is a set ofm×n matrices overFq, or alternatively, a set of vectors of lengthn over the extension fieldFqm ,
where the distance between two matrices is the rank of their difference. Therate of a rank metric code of sizeM is

logq M

mn .
Gabidulin codes, introduced by [6], [10], [27], may be seen as the rank-metric equivalent of Reed–Solomon codes. These
codes are defined as evaluations oflinearized polynomials(see below) of bounded degree at a given set of linearly independent
evaluation points. We note that Gabidulin codes, and rank-metric codes in general, may be defined for anym ≥ n, while our
results only apply for the casen dividesm (and in some cases, whenn+1 dividesm by puncturing). In particular, our results
apply forn = m.

Given a wordw ∈ Fn
qm (or alternatively, a matrixw ∈ Fm×n

q ), a list decodingalgorithm outputs all Gabidulin codewords
that are inside a ball of radiusτ , centered atw, whereτ is possibly larger than the unique decoding radius of the code.
For a given code, a natural question to ask is: for which values of τ can list decoding be done efficiently? List decoding of
rank-metric codes and Gabidulin codes was recently studiedin [7], [15], [31]. In [31], it was shown that Gabidulin codescannot
be list decoded beyond the Johnson radius. This result was generalized to any rank-metric code by [7]. Whenm is sufficiently
large, [7] also showed that with high probability a random rank-metric code can be efficiently list decoded. Further, it was
shown in [31] that there is no Johnson-like polynomial upperbound on the list size since there exists a non-linear rank-metric
code with exponentially growing list size for any radius greater than the unique decoding radius. In [15], an explicit subcode
of a Gabidulin code was shown to be efficiently list decodable. In addition, [7], [15], and [31] have noted that it is not known
if Gabidulin codes themselves can be efficiently list decoded beyond the unique decoding radius. In this paper, it is shown
that the answer to this question is negative.

Clearly, if there exists a wordw ∈ Fn
qm with exponentially many Gabidulin codewords in a radiusτ around it, then efficient

list decoding is not possible for this radius. This combinatorial technique was used in [4] to show the limits of list decoding
of Reed–Solomon codes, and in [31] to show the limits of list decoding of Gabidulin codes.

The main tool in [4], [31] is subspace polynomials, which area special type of linearized polynomials. Linearized polyno-
mials, defined by Ore [24], are polynomials of the form

P (x) = ar · x
[r] + · · ·+ a1 · x

[1] + a0 · x,
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where [i] , qi and the coefficients are in the finite fieldFqn for some givenn. For a linearized polynomialP , define the
q-degree ofP asdegq P , r = logq degP . Using the isomorphism betweenFqn andFn

q , every linearized polynomial may
be seen as anFq-linear function fromFn

q to itself [18, Chapter 4, p. 108], that is, for everyα, β ∈ Fq andu, v ∈ Fqn , each
linearized polynomialP satisfiesP (αv + βu) = αP (v) + βP (u). A subspace polynomial is defined as follows.

Definition 1. [2]–[5], [31] A monic linearized polynomialP is called a subspace polynomial with respect toFqn if it satisfies
the following equivalent conditions:

A1. P dividesx[n] − x.
A2. P splits completely overFqn and all its roots have multiplicity one.
A3. For some0 ≤ r ≤ n, there exists anr-dimensional subspaceV of Fqn such thatP (x) =

∏

v∈V (x− v).

By A3, each subspaceV corresponds to a unique subspace polynomial, denotedPV . Subspace polynomials are an efficient
method of representing subspaces, from which one can directly deduce certain properties of the subspace which are not evident
in some other representations. These objects were studied in the past for various other purposes, e.g., construction ofaffine
dispersers [3], finding an element of high multiplicative order in a finite field [5], and construction of cyclic subspace codes [2].
Albeit this wide range of applications, not much is known about the coefficients of subspace polynomials and their connection
to the properties of the subspace.

It is known that all roots of every linearized polynomial have the same multiplicity, which is an integer power ofq, and
these roots form a subspace in the extension field [18, Theorem 3.50, p. 108]. Therefore, any monic linearized polynomial
is a power of a subspace polynomial with respect to its splitting field. However, the structure of the coefficients of subspace
polynomials, compared to other linearized polynomials of the same degree, is generally not known. A partial answer to this
question was given by [2], and we use similar techniques to show limits of list decoding of Gabidulin codes.

Ben-Sasson et al. [4] proved that a given set of subspace polynomials with mutual top coefficients provides an upper bound
on the list decoding radius of Reed–Solomon codes. A counting argument was later applied in order to show that such large
sets of subspace polynomials do exist. A similar technique was used in [31] to show the limits of list decoding of Gabidulin
codes. In the sequel, the existence of a set of subspaces whose polynomials have a larger agreement is proved (Theorem 3).
This set is a subset of a subspace code by [2]. Furthermore,explicit dense sets of words in a Gabidulin code are provided
(Theorem 4). Both bounds are used to show that the respectivefamilies of Gabidulin codes cannot be list decoded efficiently
at all. That is, there exist received words that have exponentially many codewords around them, already for a radius which is
only larger than the unique decoding radius by one (Examples1 and 2, and Theorem 4). Due to a technical limitation of our
techniques, the presented families have rate at least1

5 .
Subspace codes have attracted an increasing interest recently due to their application in error correction in random network

coding [17]. It is widely known that rank-metric codes are deeply connected to constant dimension subspace codes through an
operation called lifting [12], [30]. This operation preserves the distance and the cardinality of the original rank-metric code.
An important family of nearly optimal constant dimension subspace codes arelifted Gabidulin codes(that are a special case
of the so-called Kötter and Kschischang codes [17]), whichresult from Gabidulin codes by lifting (see Definition 4). List
decoding of subspace codes was extensively studied in recent years. In particular, several variants and subcodes of theKötter
and Kschischang codes were shown to be efficiently list decodable (e.g., [7], [15], [16], [22], [23] and references therein), and
bounds equivalent to [31] were discussed in [26]. Our results about Gabidulin codes also apply for lifted Gabidulin codes,
and thus we get families of subspace codes that cannot be listdecoded efficiently at any radius. Our techniques may also be
used for showing limits to list decoding of Reed–Solomon codes, but the resulting bounds are too weak to provide any useful
insight.

These results reveal a significant difference in list decoding Gabidulin and Reed–Solomon codes, although the definitions
of these code classes strongly resemble each other. Namely,Reed–Solomon codes can be efficiently list decoded up to the
Johnson radius (with the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm [14]),whereas we have just proven that (some classes of) Gabidulin
codes cannot be list decoded efficiently at all.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Notations for subspace codes and the subspace code from [2] will be described
in Section II, together with the required background on cyclic shifts of subspaces andq-associates of polynomials. In Section III,
the code from Section II is used to prove the existence of a certain set of subspace polynomials, and the notion ofq-associates
is used to show an explicit set of another type of subspace polynomials. The improved bounds on list decodability of Gabidulin
codes are discussed in Section IV, implications about subspace codes are discussed in Section V, and conclusions are given
in Section VI. A discussion about the inapplicability of ourtechniques to list decodability of Reed–Solomon codes appears
in Appendix A.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The setGq (n, r), called theGrassmannian, is the set of all subspaces of dimensionr (r-subspaces, in short) ofFqn . The size of
Gq (n, r) is given by the Gaussian coefficient

[

n
r

]

q
,
∏r−1

i=0
qn−i−1
qi+1−1 , which satisfiesqr(n−r) ≤

[

n
r

]

q
≤ 4qr(n−r) [12]. A constant

dimensionsubspace code[17] is a subset ofGq (n, r) under thesubspace metricdS(U, V ) = dimU +dimV − 2 dim(U ∩V ).
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An extensively used concept in this paper iscyclic shiftsof subspaces, defined as follows.

Definition 2. For V ∈ Gq (n, r) andα ∈ F∗
qn let αV , {αv|v ∈ V }.

The setαV , which is clearly a subspace of the same dimension asV , is called acyclic shiftof V . Cyclic shifts were shown
to be useful for constructing subspace codes [2], [9]. The set of all cyclic shifts ofV ∈ Gq (n, r) is called theorbit of V , and
its size isqn−1

qt−1 for some integert which dividesn. The size of the orbit and the structure of its subspace polynomials can be
derived by inspecting the subspace polynomial ofV , as shown in the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. [2, Lemma 5] IfV ∈ Gq (n, r) andα ∈ F∗
qn thenPαV (x) = α[r] ·PV (α

−1x). That is, ifPV (x) = x[r]+
∑r−1

j=0 αjx
[j]

thenPαV (x) = x[r] +
∑r−1

j=0 α
[r]−[j]αjx

[j].

Lemma 2. [2, Corollary 3] Let V ∈ Gq (n, r) andPV (x) = x[r] +
∑r−1

j=0 αjx
[j]. If αs 6= 0 for somes ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} and

gcd(s, n) = t, thenV has at leastq
n−1
qt−1 distinct cyclic shifts.

In [2] it is shown that subspaces inGq (n, r), that may be considered as subspaces over a subfield ofFqn which is larger
thanFq, admit a unique subspace polynomial structure. In what follows we cite the essentials from [2]. For an integerg such
that g| gcd(n, r), let h be anyFqg isomorphism betweenFn/g

qg andFqn , and notice that for allu, v ∈ F
n/g
qg andα, β ∈ Fqg ,

we have thath(αv + βu) = αh(v) + βh(u). For V ∈ Gqg (n/g, r/g) let H(V ) , {h(v)|v ∈ V }. The setH(V ) is clearly
a subspace of dimensionr over Fq in Fqn . Furthermore, the functionH : Gqg (n/g, r/g) → Gq (n, r) is injective sinceh is
injective.

Construction 1. [2, Construction 1] For integersg, n, and r such that0 < r < n and g| gcd(n, r), let

Cg , {H(V )|V ∈ Gqg (n/g, r/g)}.

Clearly, for g = 1 Construction 1 is trivial. Thus, we henceforth assume thatg ≥ 2, i.e., n and r have a non-trivialgcd.
The subspace codeCg has minimum subspace distance2g, and it may alternatively be defined as direct sums of cyclic shifts
of Fqg or as the set of all subspace ofGq (n, r) that are subspaces overFqg as well [2]. SinceCg is the image of an injective
function fromGqg (n/g, r/g) to Gq (n, r), we have the following.

Corollary 1. [2, Corollary 5] |Cg| =
[n/g
r/g

]

qg
.

The subspaces inCg admit a unique subspace polynomial structure, from which the results in this paper follow.

Lemma 3. [2, Lemma 14] IfV ∈ Gq (n, r) thenV ∈ Cg if and only ifPV (x) =
∑r/g

i=0 cix
[gi], whereci ∈ Fqn , ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , r/g}.

Another concept used in our constructions is the notion ofq-associates. Two polynomials overFqn of the form ℓ(x) =
∑d

i=0 αix
i and L(x) =

∑d
i=0 αix

qi , are calledq-associates of each other. For anyg ∈ N, one can similarly defineqg-
associativity, whereℓ(x) =

∑d
i=0 αix

i, andL(x) =
∑d

i=0 αix
qgi areqg-associates of each other. Linearized polynomials over

Fq are deeply connected to theirq-associates as follows.

Lemma 4. [18, Theorem 3.62, p. 116] IfL1(x) and L(x) are linearized polynomials overFq with q-associatesℓ1(x) and
ℓ(x), thenL1(x) dividesL(x) if and only if ℓ1(x) dividesℓ(x).

III. SETS OFSUBSPACESPOLYNOMIALS WITH MUTUAL TOP COEFFICIENTS

In [4] (resp. [31]) it was shown that sets of subspace polynomials that agree on many of their top coefficients provide a bound
on the list decodability of Reed–Solomon (resp. Gabidulin)codes. By Lemma 3 it is evident that all subspace polynomialsof
subspaces inCg agree on their topmostg coefficients(1, 0, . . . , 0). Using a counting argument we may prove the existence of
a subset ofCg whose corresponding subspace polynomials agree on a largernumber of top coefficients.

Theorem 1. If g, n, and r are integers such that0 < r < n, g| gcd(r, n), and ℓ is the unique non-negative integer such that
r = n− g(ℓ+ 1), then there exists a subset ofCg of size at least

[

n/g
r/g

]

qg

qnℓ
,

whose subspace polynomials agree on their topmostg(ℓ+ 1) coefficients.

Proof: Consider the set of all subspace polynomials of subspaces inCg (Construction 1). Lemma 3 implies that these
polynomials have zero coefficients for all monomialsx[j] such thatg ∤ j. Hence, they may be partitioned intoqnℓ subsets
according to theirℓ + 1 top coefficients which correspond to monomials whoseq-degree is divisible byg. According to the
pigeonhole principle, there exists a subset of size at least

[

n/g
r/g

]

qg
/qnℓ whose polynomials agree on their topg(ℓ+1) coefficients.
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Notice that forg = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to the ordinary counting argument employed by [4] and [31]. In addition, the
case wheren− r = g(ℓ+ 1) ≥ r, in which the polynomials in the set agree onall coefficients, is also trivial, since it merely
implies the existence of a set of size one. Hence, this theorem is applicable only whenr > n/2.

The notion ofqg-associativity, together with Lemma 1, allows us to construct anexplicit large set of subspace polynomials.
It will also be noted that in certain cases, this set of polynomials corresponds to the entire setCg. The construction is based
on the following lemma.

Lemma 5. If g, s, andr are integers such thatgs|r andn , r+gs, then the polynomialP (x) ,
∑n/gs−1

i=0 x[igs] is a subspace
polynomial with respect toFqn .

Proof: Sincegs|r, there exists an integerα such thatgsα = r, thusn = gs(α+ 1) ands|ng . It follows that

xn/g − 1

xs − 1
= x

n
g
−s + x

n
g
−2s + . . .+ 1,

and hence(xn/g−s + xn/g−2s + . . . + 1)|(xn/g − 1). According to Lemma 4, theqg-associates of these polynomials satisfy
∑n/gs−1

i=0 x[igs]|(x[n] − x), and thusP is a subspace polynomial of anr-subspace inFqn by Definition 1.
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 5, we have a large set of subspace polynomials whose coefficients may be given explicitly.

Construction 2. If g, s, and r are integers such thatgs|r andn , r + gs, then

Z ,







n/gs−1
∑

i=0

β[r]−[igs]x[igs]
∣

∣

∣
β ∈ B







consists of q
n−1

qgs−1 subspace polynomials of subspaces inGq (n, r), whereB is any set of nonzero representatives of the orbit
of Fqgs .

Proof: Sincen = r + gs andgs|r, it follows thatgs|n, and thusFqgs is a subfield ofFqn . By Lemma 5, the polynomial
PV (x) =

∑n/gs−1
i=0 x[igs] is a subspace polynomial of someV ∈ Gq (n, r). Let B be any set of representatives of the orbit of

Fqgs , that is, a set consisting of a single nonzero element from each subspace in{αFqgs |α ∈ F∗
qn}. Since the size of the orbit

of Fqgs is qn−1
qgs−1 , and since all subspaces in it intersect trivially [9, Section III], it follows that |B| = qn−1

qgs−1 . By Lemma 1, for
all β ∈ B we have thatPβV (x) ∈ Z. We are left to show that ifβ1, β2 ∈ B, thenβ1V 6= β2V .

Assume for contradiction that there existsβ1, β2 ∈ B such thatβ1V = β2V . It follows that Pβ1V (x) = Pβ2V (x), and
Lemma 1 implies that the coefficients ofx are equal, that is,β[n−gs]−1

1 = β
[n−gs]−1
2 . Therefore, since everyα ∈ Fqn satisfies

αqn = α, we have that
(

βqn−gs−1
1

)−qgs

=
(

βqn−gs−1
2

)−qgs

βqgs−qn

1 = βqgs−qn

2

βqgs−1
1 = βqgs−1

2
(

β1

β2

)qgs−1

= 1.

It is widely known (e.g., [18, Theorem 3.20, p. 91]) that the subspace polynomial ofFqgs is xqgs − x, which implies that
β1β

−1
2 ∈ Fqgs , and thusβ1 ∈ β2Fqgs . Sinceβ2 ∈ β2Fqgs , it follows thatβ1 andβ2 belong to the same cyclic shiftβ2Fqgs , a

contradiction.
Notice that the setB of representatives ofFqgs (see Construction 2) may easily be found. For example, ifγ is a primitive

element ofFqn , since the set{0}∪{γi(qn−1)/(qgs−1)}q
gs−2

i=0 is Fqgs , it follows that a possible set of representatives of the orbit
of Fqgs is

B ,

{

γi
∣

∣

∣
0 ≤ i ≤

qn − 1

qgs − 1
− 1

}

.

Remark 1. For s = 1, the setZ from Construction 2 consists of all subspace polynomials ofsubspaces inCg (see
Construction 1). This is since the number of cyclic shifts ofFqg is qn−1

qg−1 and the size ofCg is
[n/g
r/g

]

qg
=
[ n/g
n/g−1

]

qg
= qn−1

qg−1 .

In Section IV, we consider subspace polynomials overFqn as polynomials over an extension fieldFqm of Fqn . In order to
use the above claims overFqm , the following formal lemma is required. The proof of this lemma is an immediate corollary
of the existence of an injective homomorphismφ : Fqn → Fqm .
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Lemma 6. Let PV (x) = x[r] +
∑r−1

j=0 vjx
[j] andPU (x) = x[r] +

∑r−1
j=0 ujx

[j] be two subspace polynomials of subspaces in
Gq (n, r), and letFqm be an extension field ofFqn . If we considerPV , PU as polynomialsPV ′ , PU ′ overFqm , i.e.,

P ′
V (x) = x[r] +

r−1
∑

j=0

v′jx
[j]

P ′
U (x) = x[r] +

r−1
∑

j=0

u′
jx

[j]

where the coefficients are inFqm , then for allj ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, vj = uj if and only ifv′j = u′
j. Furthermore, the polynomials

PV ′ , PU ′ are subspace polynomials inGq (m, r).

Notice that generalizing Lemma 6 to the case whereFqm is not an extension field ofFqn , i.e. U andV are subspaces in
Fqm which are contained in a subspace of dimensionn, is not clear. However, such a generalization is necessary to use our
techniques to bound the list size for anym ≥ n.

IV. I MPROVED BOUNDS ONL IST DECODABILITY OF GABIDULIN CODES

We begin by formally defining Gabidulin codes, which are rank-metric codes that attain aSingleton-like bound. Any rank-
metric code overFqm of lengthn, minimum rank distanced, and sizeM satisfiesM ≤ qm(n−d+1) [6], [27]. For a linear
rank-metric code of dimensionk, this bound implies thatd ≤ n−k+1. Codes which attain this bound are calledmaximum rank
distance(MRD) codes. It can be shown that Gabidulin codes, defined below, are linear MRD codes, attainingd = n− k + 1.

Definition 3. [10] A linear Gabidulin codeGab[n, k] overFqm , lengthn ≤ m, and dimensionk ≤ n is the set

Gab[n, k] ,
{

(P (α1), . . . , P (αn)) | degq P < k
}

,

whereP traverses allq-degree restricted linearized polynomials, andα1, . . . , αn are some fixed elements ofFqm which are
linearly independent overFq.

In [31] it was shown that large sets of subspace polynomials that agree on many top coefficients may be used to show
the limits of list decoding of Gabidulin codes. For the lack of knowledge about the structure of the coefficients of subspace
polynomials, a counting argument was later applied to show the existence of such a set. The resulting bound on list decoding
of Gabidulin codes is cited below. In what follows, forw ∈ Fn

qm and τ ∈ N, let Bτ (w) , {c
∣

∣ rank(w − c) ≤ τ}, that is, a
ball of radiusτ centered atw.

Theorem 2. [31, Theorem 1] Consider the codeGab[n, k] overFqm , with d = n− k+ 1. If τ < d, then there exists a word
w ∈ Fn

qm such that

|Gab[n, k] ∩Bτ (w)| ≥

[

n
n−τ

]

q

(qm)n−τ−k
.

As a result, the following bound is achieved.

Corollary 2. [31, Section III] The codeGab[n, k] over Fqm , with d = n − k + 1 cannot be list decoded efficiently for any
list decoding radius

τ ≥
m+ n

2
−

√

(m+ n)2

4
−m(d− ε),

for any fixed0 ≤ ε < 1.

For n = m, this bound simplifies to
τ ≥ n−

√

n(n− d+ ε),

which may be seen as the rank-metric equivalent of the Johnson radius [13], and forε = 0 it is equal to the Hamming-metric
Johnson radius.

By Lemma 3, in certain cases there exists a large set of subspace polynomials with a unique coefficient structure. Restricting
the counting argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 to the setCg (Theorem 1) provides a bound which may outperform
Corollary 2. The proof of the following theorem is illustrated in Fig. 1, and its consequences are discussed in the sequel.

Theorem 3. For integersk ≤ n ≤ m such thatn dividesm, let Gab[n, k] be a linear Gabidulin code overFqm , with
d = n−k+1 and evaluation pointsα1, . . . , αn ∈ βFqn for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . Letτ, g be integers such that⌊d−1
2 ⌋+1 ≤ τ ≤ d−1,
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cR
τ

cR−P1,β

cR−P2,β

cR−P3,β

cR−Pt,β

Fig. 1. An illustration of the proof of Theorem 3. The proof ofTheorem 4 is similar. The ball aroundcR of radius τ contains the wordscR−Pi,β
for

Pi,β ∈ Pβ , where|Pβ | =
[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg

/

qnℓ.

g ≥ 2, and g| gcd(n − τ, n). If ℓ is the unique integer such thatn = n − τ + g(ℓ + 1) (and thus,τ = g(ℓ + 1)), then there
exists a wordcR ∈ Fn

qm \Gab[n, k] such that

|Gab[n, k] ∩Bτ (cR)| ≥

[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg

qnℓ
. (1)

Proof: According to Theorem 1, there exists a setP of
[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg
/qnℓ subspace polynomials of subspaces inGq (n, n− τ),

that agree on their topmostτ = g(ℓ+ 1) coefficients. The coefficients of these polynomials are in the field Fqn . Sincen|m,
we have thatFqn is a subfield ofFqm , and thus these coefficients may be considered as elements ofFqm . Recall that according
to Lemma 6, these polynomials agree on their topmostτ coefficients also when considered as polynomials overFqm .

Further, let{VP }P∈P ⊆ Gq (n, n− τ) be the subspaces which correspond to the subspace polynomials in P . For P ∈ P ,
let Pβ be the subspace polynomial ofβVP , and letPβ , {Pβ}P∈P . According to Lemma 1, and according to the properties
of P , it follows that the polynomials inPβ agree on their topmostτ coefficients. Since multiplication byβ is an injection, it
also follows that|P| = |Pβ|.

LetR be any linearized polynomial overFqm of q-degreen−τ that has the mutual top coefficients ofPβ, and letcR ∈ Fn
qm be

the word resulting from the evaluation ofR atα1, . . . , αn. Similarly, forPβ ∈ Pβ let cR−Pβ
∈ Fn

qm be the word corresponding
to the evaluation ofR− Pβ at α1, . . . , αn.

Sincedegq(R − Pβ) ≤ n − τ − g(ℓ + 1) and τ = g(ℓ + 1) > d−1
2 = n−k

2 it follows that 2τ = τ + g(ℓ + 1) > n − k,
and hence,

k > n− τ − g(ℓ+ 1) ≥ degq(R− Pβ).

Therefore, the wordcR−Pβ
is a codeword ofGab[n, k] for all Pβ ∈ Pβ. In addition, sinceτ ≤ d − 1 it follows that

degq R = n− τ ≥ n− d+ 1 = k, and hencecR /∈ Gab[n, k].
Since every linearized polynomial can be viewed as anFq-linear mapping (see Section I), it follows that for everyPβ ∈ Pβ,

rank(cR − cR−Pβ
) = rank((Pβ(α1), . . . , Pβ(αn)))

= dim 〈Pβ(α1), . . . , Pβ(αn)〉

= dimPβ (〈α1, . . . , αn〉)

= dimPβ(βFqn),

where the last equality follows from the fact thatα1, . . . , αn are n linearly independent elements inβFqn , a subspace of
dimensionn. SincePβ is a subspace polynomial ofβVP , which is a subspace of dimensionn− τ that is contained inβFqn , it
follows thatdimPβ(βFqn) = τ . Thus, the set{cR−Pβ

}Pβ∈Pβ
⊆ Gab[n, k] is a set of size

[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg
/qnℓ, which is contained

in a ball of radiusτ around the wordcR.
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Notice that the restriction on the parameterr, mentioned after the proof of Theorem 1, implies the necessary condition
r = n− τ > n/2, and henceτ < n/2. However, this limitation becomes trivial when discussingτ which is approximately the
unique decoding radiusd/2, sinced ≤ n.

A simple analysis of (1) shows that

|Gab[n, k] ∩Bτ (cR)| ≥

[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg

qnℓ

≥
(qg)

n−τ
g

(n
g
−n−τ

g
)

qnℓ

= q(n−τ) τ
g
−nℓ = q

nτ
g

− τ2

g
−nℓ

= qn(ℓ+1)−g(ℓ+1)2−nℓ

= qn−g(ℓ+1)2 = qn−τ(ℓ+1),

and hence, this bound results in a list of exponential size wheneverg(ℓ+1)2 < c·n for c ∈ (0, 1), or alternatively, whenτ < cn
ℓ+1 .

The following examples provide infinite sets of Gabidulin codes, with rates from15 to 1, that cannot be list decoded efficiently
at all according to the bound from Theorem 3. This result strictly outperforms the bound from Corollary 2, and provides an
answer to an open problem by [7], [15, Section 6], and [31, Section V], that is, there exist Gabidulin codes that cannot be
efficiently list decoded beyond the unique decoding radius.

Example 1. Let n be an integer power of 2, and let1 ≤ i ≤ logn− 2. For any integerm such thatn|m, consider a
Gab[n, (1− 1

2i )n+ 2] code overFqm with evaluation points that spanβFqn for someβ ∈ F∗
qm , and let τ be the smallest

possible list decoding radius, that is,

τ ,

⌊d− 1

2

⌋

+ 1 =
⌊ n

2i − 2

2

⌋

+ 1 =
n

2i+1
.

Let g , n
2i+1 = τ , and notice thatg ≥ 2. To see thatg| gcd(n, n− τ), notice that sincen is an integer power of 2, it follows

that τ |n, and thusg|n. In addition, we have thatτ(2i+1 − 1) = n− τ , thusτ |(n− τ) andg|(n− τ). Therefore, in Theorem 3
we may chooseg = n

2i+1 , ℓ = 0, and get that there exists a wordcR ∈ Fn
qm with q(1−2−i−1)n codewords in a ball of radius

τ around it. Sinceτ is larger than the unique decoding radius by one, this code cannot be efficiently list decoded at all. A
detailed comparison between this bound and [31] appears in Appendix B.

Example 2. Let g, αn, andατ be positive integers such thatαn ≥ α2
τ + 1. For n = αng, τ = ατg, and any integerm such

that n|m, consider aGab[n, n − 2τ + 1] code overFqm with evaluation points that spanβFqn for someβ ∈ F∗
qm , whose

minimum distance isd = 2τ , and whose rate is

n− 2τ + 1

n
= 1−

2ατ

αn
+

1

n
.

According to Theorem 3, there exists a wordcR having
[

n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg

qnℓ
, (2)

codewords in radiusτ around it, whereℓ = τ/g − 1 = ατ − 1. Simplifying this expression, we have that
[ n/g
(n−τ)/g

]

qg

qnℓ
=

[

αn

αn−ατ

]

qg

qn(ατ−1)

≥
(qg)

(αn−ατ )ατ

qn(ατ−1)

= qn−τατ = q(αn−α2
τ )g.

If ατ andαn are constants theng = Ω(n) and q(αn−α2
τ )g = qΩ(n), which implies that the list size is exponential in the code

length. Sinceτ < n/2, as mentioned after Theorem 3, it follows thatαn > 2ατ , and thus we have the following two interesting
families of codes.

1) For αn = 3 and ατ = 1 we have the codeGab[3g, g + 1] over any fieldFqm such that3g|m, with evaluation points
that spanβFq3g for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . The rate of this code is13 + 1
n , and its minimum distance is2g. For the radius

τ = g, there exists a wordcR with at leastq2g = qΩ(n) codewords around it, and hence this code cannot be list decoded
efficiently at all.

2) For αn = 5 and ατ = 2 we have the codeGab[5g, g + 1] over any fieldFqm such that5g|m, with evaluation points
that spanβFq5g for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . The rate of this code is15 + 1
n , and its minimum distance is4g. For the radius
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τ = 2g, there exists a wordcR with at leastqg = qΩ(n) codewords around it, and hence this code cannot be list decoded
efficiently at all.

Clearly, this strategy can be used to construct examples of families with larger code rates, but15 +
1
n is the smallest one. This

may be seen by considering all integersατ andαn which comply with the above constraints. That is, forατ = 1 andαn ≥ 4,
the rate is at least12 + 1

n , for ατ = 2 andαn ≥ 6 the rate is at least13 + 1
n , and for anyατ ≥ 3 and anyαn ≥ α2

τ + 1 the
rate is at least13 + 1

n .

In the following, we present a simple algorithmic way of constructing many dense sets of Gabidulin codewords. These sets
also show that the corresponding Gabidulin codes cannot be efficiently list decoded beyond the unique decoding radius. In
addition, we have that for certain Gabidulin codes, dense sets of codewords abound and may easily be computed explicitly.

Theorem 4. Let g, s, n, andm be integers such thatg ≥ 2, gs|n, andn|m. Let Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1] be a linear Gabidulin
code overFqm , with d = 2gs and evaluation pointsα1, . . . , αn ∈ βFqn for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . If τ , ⌊d−1
2 ⌋+1 = gs, then there

exists an (explicitly defined) wordcR ∈ Fn
qm \Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1] such that

|Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1] ∩Bτ (cR)| ≥
qn − 1

qgs − 1
.

In particular, if R is the polynomial whose evaluation inα1, . . . , αn yields cR, then qn−1
qgs−1 of the codewords inBτ (cR) are

given by the evaluations of{R − Pβ}Pβ∈Zβ
in α1, . . . , αn, whereZβ is the set of subspace polynomials which result from

shiftingZ (Construction 2) byβ.

Proof: Since gs|n − gs, by settingr = n − gs it follows from Construction 2 that the setZ is a set of subspace
polynomials of subspaces inGq (n, n− gs), whose size isqn−1

qgs−1 . Sincen|m, we have thatFqn is a subfield ofFqm , and
therefore the polynomials inZ may be considered as polynomials overFqm as well. According to Construction 2 and Lemma 6,
the polynomials inZ agree on their topmostgs coefficients(1, 0, . . . , 0), even when considered as polynomials overFqm .
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3, let{VP }P∈Z be the set of subspaces inGq (n, n− gs) which corresponds to the subspace
polyonmials inZ, let Pβ denote the subspace polynomial ofβVP , and letZβ , {Pβ}P∈Z . Clearly, we have that|Z| = |Zβ |,
and by Lemma 1 it follows that the subspace polynomials inZβ agree of their topmostgs coefficients(1, 0, . . . , 0).

Let R be any linearized polynomial ofq-degreen − gs whose topgs coefficients are(1, 0, . . . , 0), and letcR ∈ Fn
qm be

the word resulting from the evaluation ofR at α1, . . . , αn. For eachPβ ∈ Zβ let cR−Pβ
∈ Fn

qm be the word corresponding to
the evaluation ofR − Pβ at α1, . . . , αn. For all Pβ ∈ Zβ we have thatdegq(R − Pβ) ≤ n − 2gs < n − 2gs + 1, and thus
cR−Pβ

∈ Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1]. In addition,degq R = n− gs, and thuscR /∈ Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1].
As in the proof of Theorem 3, for allPβ ∈ Zβ we have thatrank(cR − cR−Pβ

) = dimPβ(βFqn) = gs. Therefore, the set
{cR−Pβ

}Pβ∈Zβ
is a set of q

n−1
qgs−1 codewords inGab[n, n− 2gs+ 1], all of which are of distance at mostτ = gs from cR.

Notice that each code in the family of codes mentioned in Theorem 4 satisfiesd = 2gs, and hence the unique decoding
radius is⌊d−1

2 ⌋ = gs− 1. Furthermore, sincegs|n, it follows thatgs ≤ n
2 , and thus the wordcR hasΩ(qn/2) codewords in a

ball of radiusτ = ⌊d−1
2 ⌋+ 1 around it. Hence, this family of Gabidulin codes cannot be list decoded efficientlyat all.

It is an interesting question if our results can be used to derive a lower bound on the number of words that have an
exponentially-sized list of codewords around themselves.If it can be proved that there are just a few just words, we might
be able to remove a few codewords of the Gabidulin code to obtain a list decodable code of slightly smaller rate. The code
constructed in [15] seems to be such a list decodable code.

Further, forfolded Gabidulin codes such a subcode might be easy to find. The results from [1] show that theaveragelist
size of folded Gabidulin codes is quite small, indicating that there are only a few words with an exponentially-sized list around
them.

Finally, the results in this section can be used to prove bounds for punctured Gabidulin codes, which are obtained by
removing coordinates from the original code. Puncturing aGab[n, k] code bys < n− k + 1 positions yields aGab[n− s, k]
code. We can therefore provide lower bounds on list decodingof Gabidulin codes wheren does not dividem.

Lemma 7. Let C be aGab[n, k] code overFqm with minimum distanced , n−k+1, let s be an integer such thats < d, and
let Cs be aGab[n−s, k] code which results fromC by s puncturing operations, whose minimum distance isd′ , n− s− k + 1.
If C cannot be list decoded efficiently at all, i.e., there existsa wordw ∈ Fn

qm such that

|C ∩Bτ (w)| ≥ qΩ(n)

whereτ , ⌊d−1
2 ⌋+ 1, thenCs cannot be list decoded efficiently for any radius at leastτ ′ + s′, whereτ ′ = ⌊d′−1

2 ⌋+ 1, and

1) If s is even, thens′ = s
2 .

2) If s is odd andn− k is even, thens′ = s
2 + 1

2 .
3) If s andn− k are both odd, thens′ = s

2 − 1
2 .
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τ = ⌊n−k
2

⌋+ 1 τ ′ = ⌊n−k−s
2

⌋+ 1 Resulting radius

n− k ands are both even. n−k
2

+ 1 n−k
2

− s
2
+ 1 τ = τ ′ + s

2

n− k is odd ands is even. n−k−1
2

+ 1 n−k−1
2

− s
2
+ 1 τ = τ ′ + s

2

n− k is even ands is odd. n−k
2

+ 1 n−k
2

− s+1
2

+ 1 τ = τ ′ + s
2
+ 1

2

n− k ands are both odd. n−k−1
2

+ 1 n−k−1
2

− s−1
2

+ 1 τ = τ ′ + s
2
− 1

2

TABLE I
THE RESULTING RADIUS INLEMMA 7. IF Gab[n, k] CANNOT BE LIST DECODED EFFICIENTLY FOR THE RADIUSτ , THEN THE PUNCTURED CODE

Gab[n− s, k], s < n− k + 1, CANNOT BE LIST DECODED EFFICIENTLY FOR THIS RADIUS AS WELL. THE RIGHTMOST COLUMN PROVIDESτ AS A

FUNCTION OFτ ′ AND s, WHERE THE UNIQUE DECODING RADIUS OFGab[n− s, k] IS τ ′ − 1. THE GIVEN VALUES FORτ ′ ARE SIMPLE CALCULATIONS
WHICH FOLLOW FROMn− k − s BEING EITHER EVEN OR ODD.

Proof: Since puncturing may only reduce the distance between any two given words, and since any two codewords inC
cannot coincide by puncturings < d coordinates, it follows that

|Cs ∩Bτ (w
′)| ≥ qΩ(n),

wherew′ ∈ Fn−s
qm is the result of puncturingw. Hence,Cs cannot be list decoded efficiently beyond the radiusτ . Table I

presents the values ofτ as a function ofτ ′ ands, from which the claim follows.
Since the addition to the unique decoding radiusτ ′ of Gab[n− s, k] in Lemma 7 is usually nonzero, it is not clear if those

punctured codes indeed cannot be list decoded efficiently atany radius. However, for the special case wheres = 1 andn− k
is odd, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 3. For integers0 < k < n such thatn− k is odd, ifGab[n, k] cannot be list decoded efficiently at all, i.e., there
exist a wordw ∈ Fn

qm such that
|C ∩Bτ (w)| ≥ qΩ(n)

whereτ , ⌊d−1
2 ⌋+ 1, then the punctured codeGab[n− 1, k] cannot be list decoded efficiently at all.

Although Corollary 3 does not provide a drastic improvementin the variety of codes to which our bounds apply, it does imply
the important observation that the divisibility constraints betweenn andm in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4are not necessary. In
addition, one may obtain infinite examples of Corollary 3 by puncturing either of the codesGab[3g, g+1] andGab[5g, g+1]
from Example 2, and thus obtainGab[3g− 1, g+1] andGab[5g− 1, g+1] codes that cannot be list decoded efficiently at all.

V. BOUNDS FORCONSTANT-DIMENSION SUBSPACECODES

In this section, we state new bounds on list decodinglifted Gabidulin codes(see [30]), which are a class of almost-optimal
constant dimension subspace codes. Lifted Gabidulin codesare of special interest since, in contrast to many other subspace code
constructions, they can be efficiently decoded (see [30]) while only losing a relatively small number of codewords compared
to other subspace code constructions. These bounds are a direct consequence of our bounds for list decoding Gabidulin codes
(Theorem 3 and Theorem 4).

Throughout this section, the quadruple(n,Ms, ds, r)q denotes a constant dimension subspace code in the Grassmannian
Gq (n, r) of cardinalityMs and minimum subspace distanceds. Further,〈A〉 denotes the subspace spanned by the rows of a
matrix A. The lifting is a map which is applied to a single matrix or a set of matricesand is defined as follows.

Definition 4. Consider the mapping

I : Fn×m
q → Gq (n, n+m)

X 7→ 〈[In X ]〉,

whereIn denotes then×n identity matrix. The subspaceI (X) = 〈[In X ]〉 is called lifting of the matrixX . If we apply this
map on all codewords of a codeC (in matrix representation), then the subspace codeI (C) is called lifting of the codeC.

The properties of a lifted code were studied by Silva, Kschischang and Kötter and are summarized in the following two
lemmas.

Lemma 8. [30] Let X,Y ∈ Fn×m
q and letI (X) , I (Y ) ∈ Gq (n+m,n) be as in Definition 4. Then,

ds (I (X) , I (Y )) = 2 · dR(X,Y ).
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Proof:

ds (I (X) , I (Y )) = 2 dim (I (X) + I (Y ))

− dim (I (X))− dim (I (Y ))

= 2 rank

(

In X
In Y

)

− 2n

= 2 rank

(

In X
0 Y −X

)

− 2n

= 2 [rank(In) + rank(X − Y )]− 2n

= 2 rank(X − Y ) = 2dR(X,Y ).

The following lemma directly follows from Lemma 8.

Lemma 9. [30] Let C be a rank-metric code overFqm of lengthn ≤ m, minimum rank distancedR and cardinalityMR,
whose codewords are represented asm× n matrices overFq. Then, the lifting of the transposed codewords, i.e.,

I
(

CT
)

,

{

I
(

CT
)

=
〈

[In CT ]
〉

∣

∣

∣
C ∈ C

}

is an (n+m,Ms = MR, ds = 2dR, n)q constant dimension subspace code.

Hence, the lifting of the transpose of aGab[n, k] code overFqm with n ≤ m, minimum rank distanced = n− k + 1 and
cardinalityMR = qmk results in an(n+m, qmk, 2d, n)q constant dimension subspace code in the GrassmannianGq (n+m,m).

So far, the only known bound to list decoding subspace codes was given in [26] and is based on the results for Gabidulin
codes from [31]. The following theorem summarizes the result from [26].

Theorem 5. [26, Theorem 37] LetC be a linearGab[n, k] Gabidulin code overFqm of lengthn ≤ m, d = n − k + 1,
evaluation pointsα1, . . . , αn ∈ Fqm , and letτ be an integer such that⌊τ/2⌋ < d. Denote byI

(

CT
)

the (n+m, qmk, 2d, n)q
subspace code from the lifting of the codeC as in Definition 4. Then, there is a subspace〈R〉 such that

∣

∣I
(

CT
)

∩Bs
τ (〈R〉)

∣

∣ ≥

[

n
⌊τ/2⌋

]

q

qm(n−k−⌊τ/2⌋)
.

Let Bs
τ (〈W 〉) , {〈V 〉

∣

∣ ds(〈W 〉, 〈V 〉) ≤ τ} denote a ball of radiusτ centered at〈W 〉 in the subspace distance. With
Lemma 8, we obtain the following relation between a rank-metric codeC and its lifted subspace codeI

(

CT
)

:

| C ∩Bτ (cR)| ≤
∣

∣I
(

CT
)

∩Bs
2τ (I

(

cTR
)

)
∣

∣ . (3)

This relation and Theorem 3 provide the following theorem onthe list size of lifted Gabidulin codes.

Theorem 6. Let C be a linearGab[n, k] Gabidulin code overFqm with lengthn | m, d = n− k + 1, and evaluation points
α1, . . . , αn ∈ βFqn for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . Let τ, g be integers such that⌊d−1
2 ⌋+1 ≤ ⌊ τ

2 ⌋ ≤ d−1, g ≥ 2, andg| gcd(n−⌊ τ
2 ⌋, n).

Let ℓ be the unique integer such thatn = n − ⌊ τ
2 ⌋ + g(ℓ + 1) (and thus,⌊ τ

2 ⌋ = g(ℓ + 1)) and denote byI
(

CT
)

the
(n+m, qmk, 2d, n)q subspace code from the lifting of the codeC as in Definition 4.

Then there exists a subspaceI
(

cTR
)

∈ Gq (n+m,n), wherecR ∈ Fn
qm \Gab[n, k] such that

∣

∣I
(

CT
)

∩Bs
τ (I

(

cTR
)

)
∣

∣ ≥

[

n/g
(n−⌊τ/2⌋)/g

]

qg

qnℓ

≥ qn−⌊τ/2⌋(ℓ+1).

Proof: The statement follows from (3) and Theorem 3. The floor operation for ⌊τ/2⌋ is necessary since the subspace
distance is an even number, see explanation of the proof of [26, Theorem 37].

Thus, this bound results in a list of exponential size for even τ whenτ < 2cn
ℓ+1 and for oddτ whenτ < 2cn

ℓ+1+1 for c ∈ (0, 1),
which results for many cases in a better bound than the one from [26, Theorem 37]. Similarly, from Theorem 4, we obtain
the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let g, s, n, and m be integers such thatg ≥ 2, gs|n, and n|m. Let C be a linear Gab[n, n − 2gs + 1]
Gabidulin code overFqm , with d = 2gs and evaluation pointsα1, . . . , αn ∈ βFqn for someβ ∈ F∗

qm . Denote byI
(

CT
)

the
(n+m, qm(n−2gs+1), 2d, n)q subspace code from the lifting of the codeC as in Definition 4.

If ⌊ τ
2 ⌋ , ⌊d−1

2 ⌋+ 1 = gs, then there exists an (explicitly defined) subspaceI
(

cTR
)

∈ Gq (n+m,n), where

cR ∈ Fn
qm \Gab[n, n− 2gs+ 1],
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such that
∣

∣I
(

CT
)

∩Bs
τ (I

(

cTR
)

)
∣

∣ ≥
qn − 1

qgs − 1
=

qn − 1

q⌊τ/2⌋ − 1
.

The explicitly defined subspace follows directly from lifting the matrix representation of the explicit word of Theorem4.
In [31], a non-linear rank-metric code was presented which cannot be list decoded efficiently at all. The lifting of this code
obviously results in a subspace code with the same restrictions to list decoding as lifted Gabidulin codes. However, lifted
Gabidulin codes are of special interest for network coding and therefore, we have analyzed their list decoding capability in
this section.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have improved the worst-case bound on the list decodability of Gabidulin codes in many cases. This was shown by
using the structure of the subspace polynomials of a subset of Gq (n, r) for n and r that have a non-trivialgcd. In addition,
we have presented such subspace polynomials explicitly, using the notions of cyclic shifts andq-associativity. Both of these
results outperform the counting argument applied in [31], and provide examples of infinite families of Gabidulin codes that
cannot be list decoded efficiently beyond the unique decoding radius. This resolves an open question by [7], [15], and [31] and
reveals a significant difference between decoding Gabidulin and Reed–Solomon codes despite their similar code definitions.

The work of [31] ruled out the existence of an efficient algorithm for list decoding of Gabidulin codes beyond the Johnson
radius. Our work rules out the existence of an efficient list decoding algorithm that applies for any Gabidulin code and any
radius beyond half the minimum distance. However, this certainly does not rule out the existence of an efficient algorithm for
list decoding of very large subcodes of Gabidulin codes or Gabidulin codes with lower rates, since our work requires the code
parameters to satisfy some strict number-theoretic and field-theoretic constraints, and our examples have rate at least 1

5 . For
example, [15] provides a subcode of a Gabidulin code which can be list decoded efficiently.

We have also shown that identical results hold for lifted Gabidulin codes, which are an important class of nearly optimal
subspace codes. Additional discussion about the inapplicability of our techniques to improve the known combinatorialbound
on list decoding of Reed–Solomon codes appears in Appendix A.

For future research, we would like to have similar bounds on Gabidulin codes inFn
qm where the evaluation points do not

necessarily come from a cyclic shift ofFqn . This seems to require a rigorous understanding of the connection between the
subspace polynomials of a given subspaceV and the subspaceA · V , whereA is a nonsingular transform. Moreover, we
would like to generalize our results forany case wheren does not necessarily dividem, a problem which seems to require
generalizing Lemma 6 to the casen ∤ m. In addition, we would like to derive bounds for Gabidulin codes with rates less
than 1

5 .

APPENDIX A

In [4], limits for list decoding of Reed–Solomon codes were shown using techniques which highly resemble the ones in [31]
and in this paper. The interested reader might conjecture that the improvement achieved here (see Theorem 3 and Theorem 4) for
Gabidulin codes may also be attained for Reed–Solomon codes, for which list decoding related problems were very extensively
studied. In what follows we briefly describe why such an improvement cannot be directly attained by our techniques. Adapting
these techniques to Reed–Solomon codes remains an intriguing open problem. In the sequel, we briefly describe the methods
and results of [4].

Following the notations in [4], a Reed–Solomon codeRS[qn, qu] of length qn and dimensionqu is a subset ofFqn

qn such
that

RS[qn, qu] ,







(p(α1), . . . , p(αqn))

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

p : Fqn → Fqn is a
polynomial with
deg(p) < qu







,

where{αi}
qn

i=1 areall elements ofFqn . Notice that Reed–Solomon codes may be defined as the evaluation of polynomials in
any number of elements in the field. However, we consider thisdefinition for convenience. Notice also that any wordw ∈ Fqn

qn

may be regarded as a polynomial overFqn , and any wordc ∈ RS[qn, qu] may be regarded as a polynomial overFqn of
bounded degree.

Definition 5. [4, Definition 3.3] A family of polynomialsP ⊆ Fqn [x] is said to be an(a, s)-family if
1) Each polynomial inP has at leasta roots in Fqn .
2) There is a polynomialP ∗ such that for allP ∈ P , P ∗−P has degree at mosts. We refer toP ∗ as a pivot of the family.

Lemma 10. [4, Proposition 3.5] Leta, s and ℓ be positive integers. Then, the following are equivalent.
1) There is a wordw : Fqn → Fqn and ℓ polynomialsP1, . . . , Pℓ of degree at mosts such that fori = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ, Pi and

w agree on at leasta points ofFqn .
2) There is an(a, s)-family of sizeℓ of polynomials, whose pivot is the unique polynomialPw that agrees with the word

w on all elements inFqn .
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The polynomialPw corresponds to the “problematic” word, that is, the word that has exponentially many codewords in
a small radius around it. The polynomialsP1, . . . , Pℓ, having a low degree, are the codewords surroundingPw. It is readily
verified that the polynomialsP1, . . . , Pℓ are inside a ball of small radius centered atPw if and only if the polynomials
{Pw − Pi}

s
i=1 have multiple roots inFqn . As subspace polynomials have many roots overFqn , they are good candidates for

playing the role of the polynomials{Pw − Pi}
s
i=1. This intuition is formalized as follows.

Lemma 11. [4] If S ⊆ Gq (n, r) is a set of subspaces whose corresponding subspace polynomials have identicalr − t top
coefficients for some integert < r, then the set of subspace polynomials ofS forms a(qr, qt)-family.

Proof: Let W be the set of subspace polynomials of the subspace in the setS. Since every polynomial inW is a subspace
polynomial, it has exactlyqr roots inFqn . If Pw is the linearized polynomial consisting of ther − t mutual top coefficients
of the polynomials inW , thendeg(Pw − Pi) ≤ qt for all Pi ∈ W .

In light of Lemma 10 and Lemma 11, presenting a large family ofsubspace polynomials that agree on many top coefficients
suffices for providing a word that is adjacent to too many Reed–Solomon codewords. Such a family of size

[n/g
r/g

]

qg
/qnℓ was

presented in Theorem 1, whereg| gcd(n, r) and ℓ = n−r
g − 1. Using the standard bound on the Gaussian coefficient (see

Section I) we have that
[

n/g
r/g

]

qg

qnℓ
≤ 4q

r
g
(n−r)−nℓ.

Plugging in the expression forℓ results in an upper bound of4qn, and hence the size of the family is not more than 4 times
the length of the code, which isqn. In addition, an explicit family can be derived from Construction 2 whose size is not
super-polynomial inn either, and hence a super-polynomial list decoding bound isnot achieved.

Both of these families do provide dense sets that are larger than the ones achieved by a counting argument. Dense sets of
Reed–Solomon codewords have applications in hardness of approximating the minimum distance of a linear code [8] and in
constructing error-correcting codes with improved parameters [32]. However, the dense sets provided by our results are not
nearly large enough for these applications.

APPENDIX B

The following lemmas shows that the bound from Theorem 3 strictly outperforms the bound implied by Theorem 2 and
Corollary 2, given in [31], when applied over the code in Example 1.

Lemma 12. For any i ≥ 1,

1−

√

2i − 1

2i
>

1

2i+1
.

Proof: Clearly, 1
2i+2 > 0, and hence,

2i − 1 +
1

2i+2
> 2i − 1

1−
2

2i+1
+

1

22i+2
>

2i − 1

2i
(

1−
1

2i+1

)2

>
2i − 1

2i

1−
1

2i+1
>

√

2i − 1

2i

1−

√

2i − 1

2i
>

1

2i+1

Lemma 13. For a large enoughn, the radiusτ = n
2i+1 , for which the code in Example 1 cannot be list decoded efficiently

according to Theorem 3, is strictly smaller than the radiusτ ′ which is guaranteed by the Corollary 2.

Proof: Insertingε = 1 into the bound of Corollary 2 provides a stronger bound than Corollary 2 for anyε < 1. Therefore,
when our bound outperforms Corollary 2 withε = 1, our bound also outperforms Corollary 2 withε < 1.
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Since in Example 1 we haved = n
2i − 1 it follows that

τ ′ ≥
m+ n

2
−

√

(m+ n)2

4
−m(d− 1)

=
m+ n

2
−

√

(m+ n)2

4
−m

( n

2i
− 2
)

=

(

m+ n

2

)

(

1−

√

1−
4m(d− 1)

(m+ n)2

)

. (4)

Notice that by Theorem 2, the bound of [31] is weaker ifm > n, whereas the bound of Theorem 3 does not depend onm.
Therefore, it suffices to show that the bound from Theorem 3 outperforms the one from [31] form = n. In this case, (4)
simplifies to

τ ′ ≥ n

(

1−

√

1−
1

2i
+

2

n

)

. (5)

For a large enoughn the term 2
n may be neglected. Hence, by Lemma 12, (5) implies that

τ ′ ≥ n

(

1−

√

2i − 1

2i

)

>
n

2i+1
= τ.
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